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                                 Abstract

   The present writer is intending to publish reports on his studies of the fusulinids from
the upper Permian Maizuru group in the Maizuru zone. The present paper is the fir$t report
and it deals with the species belongiRg to Oza•uaainetlinae, SchttberteUinae and Neoscizwageptininae,

among which one species and one subspecies are new.

                    Intreductiom and Aeknowledgment

    The Maizuru zone situated in the northern part of the Kinki Region is composed
of the Maizuru group (upper Permian), the Yakuno group (lower to middle Triassic),
the Nabae group (upper Triassic) and others. Many papers concerning these strata
were already published by K. NAKAzAwA and others. To their excellent works the
present writer wants to add the description of the fusulinids from the Maizuru
group.
    The Maizuru grottp, more than 1000 rnetres in thickness, is composed of shaies,
sandstones and conglomerates, rarely intercalating small lenses of limestone. The
greup yields many fusulinids in which three forms, viz. LePidol•ina- Yabeina fattnule,
small fusulinids and derived fusulinids, are distinguishable. The first one, whose
assemblage is almost identical with that of Lepidolina fauna described by K. KANMERA

frorn the Kuma formation of southern Kyushu, is found most}y in the matrices of
the conglomerates and very rarely in the small lenses of black muddy limestone.
The second one obtained from tlie small limestone-lenses of reef-origifi is rather
characteristic and differs from any previously described species. The third one is
found in the !imestone-pebbles of the conglomerates.
    Part 1 deals with three subfamilies in the former two forms, Ozawaineilinae,
Schubertellinae aRd Neosckwagerininae. The remaining subfamiiies and the derived
fusulinlds will be described in Part 2 and Part 3, which will be publlshed iB the
near future.

    Before continuing, the writer wishes to express his most siRcere thanks to Prof.

S. MATsusHiTA of Kyoto University and Assist. Prof. K. NAKAzAwA of the same
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URiversity for their kind guidance. He is indebted to Mr. T. SHiKi and Mr. D.
SffiMizu for their kindly offering rnany samples at his disposaL Lastly he 'expresses
his gratitttde to Assist. Prof. K. KANMERA of Kyushu University, Lect. K. Ismi of
Osal<a City University and Lect. N. YAMAGiwA of Osaka Gakugei University for
theiy kind advice in the study of the fusulinids.

                          Description of Speeies

                     Family FusuLiNmAE M6LLER, 1878

            Subfamily OzAwAINELuNAE THoMpsoN et FosTER, 1937
                        Genus Nankinella LEE, l933

                          Nankinella sp. A indet.

                              plate 1, figs. 3, 4.

    Numerous incornplete speclmens of this forrn have been obtained. They are so
highly replaced by secondary mineralization that the detailed characters cannot be
determined with certainty.
    Sheil is small, lenticular in shape. Periphery is angular throughout the shelL
Most specimens of 8 l/2 to 10 2/2 volutioBs are 2.2mm. Iong and 1.9 to 3.2mm•
wide ; with form ratio oÅí about 0.69.
    Spirotheca is very thin in inner four or five volations, but it thickens gradttally

to maturity where it does not exceed 70 microns. Spirotheca seems to be composed
of tectum and Iower less dense Iayer with parallel lines.
    Septa are numerous and not fiuted. Septal count of the last voiution is 24 or
more. Chomata are low and slightly asymmetrical.

    Remarks : This form is closely allied to Staffella c}tauPti CiRy from '1[Xurkey
describee aRd illustrated by CiRy in shape, rate of the growth, angle of the periphery,

developmeRt and position of the chomata and thickness of the spirotheca. But the
present specimens are in so ili a state of preservation that the identification will be

avoided unti! better specimens are obtained.

    Occurrences: This form occurs common}y in the lenses of black rauddy limes-
tone and rarely in the matrices of the conglomerates; associated with Yabeina
columbiana, LePidolina iescmaensis, L. toriya"•iai, L. toriyamai maizurensis subsp.
nov. and others.

    Reg. Nes.: JPF-leO06, JPF-10007.

                          Nankinella sp. B indet.

                              p}ate 2, figs. 6, 7.

    Shell is minute, lenticular; witk sharply angular periphery. Most specirnens of
3 to 4 volutions are 0.56 to 0.63 mm. Iong and 0.85 to 0.93 mm. wide ; with forrn ratio
of about 0.6.
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    Spirotheca is thin and does not exceed 17 microns in thickness. Its structure can-

not be determined with cer#ainty. Chomata are low and somewhat asymmetrical.

    Remarks : This form differs from any described species of Nankinella and
Staffella.

    Occurrences: The present species is rarely found in the lenses of black muddy
limestone and has the same assoclatioR as that of Nanleikella sp. A inclet..

    Reg. Nos. : JPF-10008, JPF-10009.

                        Genus Reiehelina ERi<, 1941
                       ReiÅëkelina maatsuskitai sp. nov.

                             piate 1, figs. 11-22.

    Shell is min"te; with slightly umbiliÅëate polar ends, fiat to somewhat convex
laterai slopes and short axis of coiling. MosÅí specimens of 3 to 4 1/2 -volutions are
0.14 to 0.19 mm. Iong and 0.72 to 1.29 mm. wide ; with form ratio of 0.14 to 0.21.
    Proloculus is minute, spherical to subspherical in shape; with outside diameter

of 32 to 45 microns. The first vo}ution is subdiscoidal, evolute; with narrow}y
rounded periphery. Following three volutions are discoida!, involute; with rather
sharply angularperiphery. Tbe last one half volution is uncoiled, highly expanded;
with height of 0.32 to 0.86 mm..
    Spirotheca is very thin and decreses poleward Åírom median portion in tliickness.

Its structgre cannot be determined with certainty, but spirotheca is probably com-
pog.ed of two layers, tectttm and lower iess dense layer.
    Septa are thin, not fluted, but strongly convex anteriorily in outer volutions.
Septal countg of the first So fottrth volution are 7-9, 13-16, 16-18 and 22-26, respec-

tively.

    Chomata are rather high, slightly asymmetrical. Axial filling is somewhat strong.

    Remarks : The present species resembles Reieltelivsa cit•ieit•Cbttl•nsi6 MoRi!<AwA

and R. simPlex ScHF.NG, but it can be easily distinguished from the former by the
slenderer shell and the higher last one-half vQlution,. end from the latter in having
more numerous volutions and more tightly coiled iRner volutions.

    Occurrences: This new species is fairly abundant in the small !imestone-lenses

of reef-origin at I<awahigashi and Yakuno, Kyoto Prefecture. It occurs together
with Schubertetla? sp. indet. and bryozoas.
    Reg. Nos. : JPF-10010 to JPF-10021.

                 Subfamily ScHuBER[rELLzNAE SKINNER, 1931
               Genus Codonofugiella I]>uNBAR et SmNNER, 1937
                    Codonofusiella cuniculata KANMERA
                             plate 2, figs. Ie, 11.

Codonofttsiella cuniculata KANMERA, 1954, Mem. Fac. Sci. Kyushu Univ., Ser. D, vol. 4, no. 1,
   pl. 3, figs. 12, 14-19.
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    Shell is minute, elongate subtriangular in shape. Most specimaens of 4 1/2 volu-

tions are 2.5mm. Iong and 0.50 to 0.64mm. wide; with form ratio of about 4.0.
Height' of the iast volutioR is 0.13 to 0.22 mm..
    Proloculus is minute; with outside diameter of 66 to 97 microns. Spirotheca is
very thin, composed of tectum and lower less dense layer. Thicl<nss of spirotheca
is 10 to 15 microns in the last volution.

    Remarhs : The present specimens are closely allied to the type-specimens of
KANMERA in height of the last volution, thlckness of the spirotheca, degree of the
septal fiuting and development of the cuniculi, but the former differ from the latter

in having slenderer shell and somewhat larger proleculus. These slight differences,
however, may be within the limit of the specific individual variation.

    0ecurrences: This form has been obtained from the matrices of tlte conglo-
merates ; associated with Yabeina columbiazza, Y. yasubaensls, LePidogtna kumaensis,
L. to?'iya'mai, L. toriyamai maixecrensis $ubsp. nov. and others.

    Reg. Nos. : JPF-10022, JPF-IO023.

                 Gentts Sehuberte}Ka STAFF et WEDEmND, 1910

                           Sckubertella2 sp. indet.

                               plate 2, figs. 12-16.

    Several specimens have been found in the coilections. Most of them are poorly
orieRted and in an ill state of preservation, so the detailed'  characters of this forrn

cannot be determined with certainty.
    Shell is minute, subspherical in shape; with almest straight axis of coiling,
slightly umbilicate polar reglons and hlghly convex lateral slopes. Most specimens
ef 2 1/8 to 3 volutioRs are 0.27 to 0.33 rnrn. Iong and 0.19 to e.27 mrn. wide; with
form ratio of about 1.2.

    Proloculus is large for the size of sheli. Its outside diameter ls 39 to 53

mlcrons.
    Spirotheca is extremly thin, probably cornposed of tectum and lower less dense
layer. Thickness of both layers does not exceed 10 microns even at the thickest
portien eÅí outer velutiens.

    Septa are exceedingly thin and hang almost normally from spirotheca. Septai
counts of the first to third volutiofi are 7-8, 10-14 and 20-22?, respectively.

    Chomata occur throtighout the shell, and in the Iast volution they are highly
asymmetrical.

    Remarigs : Because of the poor orientation and ill state of preservation, generic
and specific athnities of this forma cannoÅí be determi'ned with certalnty. This form,
however, differs from any previously described species.
    The present form resembles the type-species of Scl•zubertelia in structure of the

spirotheca, but differs in mode of the coiling in the inner volutions. It is also
allied to the type-species of Eosc}uebertella. in general shape of the skell, degree of the
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septal fiuting and size of the prolocttlus, but differs in structure of the spirotheca.

Kowever the present form will be referred Åíentatively to the genus Schubertella
tintil better specimens are obtained.

    0ccttrrences: The present form is rarely found in the small lirnestone-lenses
of reef-origin; associated with Reiclzelina matsushi'tai sp. nov. and others.

    Reg. Nes.: jPF-10024 to JPF-10028.

Subfamily NEoscHwAGF.RiNiNAE DuNBAR et CoNDRA, 1928, emend. KANMERA, lq.57

                     Genus Neoschwagerina YABE, 1903
                  Neeschwagerina cfr. margarhae l)EpRAT
                               plate 1, fig. 7.

cfr. Neescltwageri?ta 7nargaritae DEpRAT, 1913, Mem. Serv. G6ol. Indochine, vol. 2, fasc. 2,
    mem. 2, p. 58, p}. 8, fig. 10;pl. 9, figs. 1-3.
Neosc}tw'ager•ina margaritae, HuziMoTo, 1936, Sci. Rep. Tokyo Bunrika Daigaku, Sect. C, no. 2,

    pp. 127, 118, pl. 22, figs. 16, 17; pl. 24, figs. 1-4.
For further references see KuzIMoTo, 1. c.

    Shell is rather large, subellipsoidal. As several outer volutions are crushed away,

length and width of mature shel} cannot be measured. But shell at the fourteenth
volution is 4.8mm. Iong and 3.5mm. wide; with form ratio of 1.4.
    Spirotheca is thin, composed of tectum and relatively thin keriotheca with fine
aiveoli. Thickness of both layers is 5-8 microns in the first to second volution,
10-16 microns in the third to sixth volution and 14-24 microns in the seventh to
last volution.

    Primary traRsverse septula occur throughout the shell and are rather loosely
spaced. Secondary transverse septula first appear in the eighth volution and rarely
one septulum occurs between adjacent primary septula from the eighth to last volu-
tion.

    Remarks : The present form has rnany important characters found in NeeschWa-

gerina margaritae DEpRAT. But it is represented by only one specimen whose
several outer volutions are crushed away, so the detalled charaeters cannot be deter-
mined with accuracy. Until more sufficient and better specimens are obtained, the
identification will be avoided.

    Occurrences: A single specimen has been obtained from the matrix of the
conglomerate at Gujyo, Kasa-gun, Kyoto Prefecture. Its association is the same as
that of Codenefzzsietla CU?ticulata.

    Reg. No.: JPF-10029.

                        Genus Yabeina DEpRAT, 1914
                      Yabeina eolumbiana (DAwsoN)
                             plate 1, figs. 9, le.

Loftusia coiumbiana DAwsol, 2879, Quat. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vol. 35, pp. 69-75, pl. 6,
   figs. 2-7.
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Ylabeina colec7nbiana, KANME?NA, 1954, Mem. Fac. Sci. Kyushu Univ., Ser. D, vol. 4, no. 1, pp.

    16-18, pl. 3, figs. 1-7.

For further references see KANMERA, 1. c.

    Shell is large, hlghly inflated fusiform. Several outer volutions are missing or
replaced by black materials, so the largest Iength and width of mature shell cannot
be preclsely measurecl. But specimens oÅí 15-17 volutions are 5.7 to 7.6mm. Iong
and 4.0 to 5.lmrn. wide; with form ratio of 1.6 to 1.7.
    Proloculus is smali; with outside diameter of 69 to 159 microns. Average
height of the first to fifteenth volution of seven specimens are 38, 46, 60, 74, 89, 101,

H8, 137, 152, 157, 173, 188, 201, 206'and 228 mlcrons, respectively.
    Sp"'lrotheca is very thin, composed of tectttm and thin keriotheca with very fine

alveoll. Thickness of spirotheca is 8-12 microns in the first to fifth voiution and
7-15 microns in the sixth to last volntion.
    Septa are somewhat irregularly and rather widely spaced. Septa} counts of the
first to fourteenth volution of one typical specimen are 9, 22, 15, 15, 16, 16, 17, 19,

19?, 21, 22, 22, 23 and 24, respectively. Axial septula occur throught the shell, and
there are one septulum between adjacent septa in the first two volutions, 1-2 septula
in the third to fifth volution, 2-5 septula in the sixth to eighth volution and 4-7,
sometimes 8-9, septula ln outer voiutions.
    Primary transverse septula are present throughout the sheli. Secondary trans-
verse septula first appear in the fifth or sixth volution, and there is one sepkilum
in the most cases, but sometimes two septula occur in outer volutions:

    Remarks : In many important characters this form is closely allied to Yabeina
columbiana from the Marble Canyon limestoRe by THoMpsoN, WHEEmR and DANNER,
and that frorn the Kuma formation by KANMERA. This form,.however, differs frorn
the former in having slightly more infiated shell, and from the latter in having
somewhat smaller proloculus. Probably these slight differences are within the limit
of the specific lndividual variation.

    Occurrences: This species occars fairly abundantly in the matrices of the con-
glomerates and in the Ienses of black muddy limestone. It has the same associa-
tion as that of Codonofusiella cttntculata.

    Reg. Nos. : JPF-10030, JPF-10031.

                        Yabeina yasubaensis ToRIyAMA

                                 plate 1, fig. 8.

Yabeina yasubaensis ToRiyAMA, 1942, Jap. Jour. Geol. Geogr., vol. 18, no. 4, pp. 246, 247, pl.

    25, figs. 8-13.

Yabeina yasubaensis, I<ANMERA, 1954, Mem. Fac. Sci. Kyushu Univ., Ser. D, vo}. 4, no. 1, pp.
    18, 19, pl. 2, figs. 10-23; pl. 5, figs. 14-19.

    Shell is large, hlghly infiated fusiform; with nearly fiat lateral slopes and
rounded polar ends. Several outer volutions are missing or replaced by dark
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materials. Most specimens of thirteen volutions are 6.7 to 7.1 mm. Iong and 4.0 to
4.1mm. wide; with form ratio of 1.6 to 1.7.
    Proloculus is large; wkh outslde diameter of 290 to 395 microns. Average
height of the first to thirteenth volution are 88, 92,103, 117, 141,154, 174, 189, 190,

205, 198, 206 and 225 microns, respectively.
    Spirotheca is thin, composed of tectum and thin keriotheca with fine a}veoli.
Thickness of spirotheca is 8-10 microns in inner volutions and 13-l5 microns in outer
volutions.

    Septa are rather loosely spaced. Septal counts of the first to tenth volution are
8, 10, 12, 23, 15, 16, 17, 18, 28 and 20, respectively. Axial septula are present
throughout the shell; 1-3 septula occur in inner volutions and 3-7 septula in outer
volutions.

    Primary transverse septula are present throughout the shell. Secondary trans-
verse sepinla first appear in the second volution; one septulum occurs between
adjacent primary ones in inner volutions"and one or two septula occur in outer
volutions.

    Remarlzs : The present specimens are closely allied to the type-specimens de-
scribed by ToRiyA.MA in almost every important feature, except for size of the
proloculus.

    KANMERA has aiready stated that Yabeina yasubaensis ToRiyAMA and Y. shirai-
wensis OzAwA resemble each other closely in many importaRt characters and
evolutionary development of both species is of almost the same degree. Accordingly,
it is highly probably that tliese two species are conspeclfic. The writer is also in-

clined to agree with KANMERA. But here, this form is temporarily referred to
Yabeina yasubaensis.

    Occurrences: The present species has been gathered abundantly from the
rnatrices of the conglomerates. It occurs together wiÅíh Yabeina coluvabiana, Lepi-
dolina leu?naensis, L. toriyamai and others.

    Reg. No.: JPF-10032.

                          Yabeina gubleri I<ANMERA

                               plate 1, figs. 5, 6.

Yabeina gubleri KANMERA, 1954, Mem. Fac. Sci. Kyushu Univ., Ser. D, vol. 4, no. 1, pp. 19-
   21, pl. 4, figs. 1-13.

    Numerous specimens referred to Yabeina gubleri have been found, but most of
them are poorly oriented.
    Shell is large, highly inflated fusiform. Several outer volutlons are missing or

replaced by black materials. Specimens at the eighth volution are 4.7 to 5.4mm.
Iong and 2.2 to 3.3 mm. wide ; with form ratio of about 1.8.

    Proloculus is large; with outside diameter of 356 to 759 microns. Average
height of the first to ninth volutioR of five specimens are 90, 94, 91, 117, 130, 145,
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161, i67 and 171 microns, respectively.
    Spirotheca is very thin for the genus, cornposed of tectum aBd very thin kerio-
theca with very fine alveoli. Thickness of spirotheca is 7-12 microns in the first
two volutions, 5-12 microns in the third to fifth volution and 5S microns in the
sixth to last volution.

    Septa are thin, rather loosely spaced. Septal counts of the first to seventh
volution are 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 16 and 18, yespectively. There are 1-4 axial septula

between adjacent septa in inner three volutions, 3-6 septula in the fourth to sixth
volution and 4-7, sometime 8, septRla in outer volutions.
    Primary transverse septula are present throughout the shell. Secondary trans-
verse septula appear even in the first vol"tion, and there is one septulum between
adjacent primary ones in most cases, but sometimes two septula occur in outer
volutions.

    Remarks : Except for the structure of the spirotheca, this form is identical
with the type-speclmens of KANMERA in every irnportant character. The spirotheca
of this form is composed of a very thin keriotheca and a tectum throughout the
shel}, while that of the type-specimens is composed, for the most part, of a thin
layer in the euter volutions. This difference may have been caused by the discre-
pancy of microscopic magnification, as will be stated in the remarks for LePidoiina
hamaensis.
    0cctirrences: This species occurs commonly in the matrices of the conglomer-
ates; having the same association as that of Yabeina yasttbaensis.
    Reg. Nes.: JPF-10033, JPF-10034.

                        Genus I"epidolina LEE, 1933

                      Lepidolina kumaensis KANMERA

                              plate 2, figs. 8, 9.

LePidolina kt{?nae}tsis I<ANr{ERA, 1954, Mem. Fac. Sci. Kyushu Univ., Ser. I), vol. 4, no. 1,
   pp. 22-24, pl. 5, figs. 2-13.

    Shell is large, elongate subcylindrical fusiform. A few outer volutions are
crushed away or replaced by dark materials. Specimens of twelve volutions are
8.0 to 8.8mm. Iong and 2.9 to 3.4 mm. wide; with form ratio of abottt 3.0.
    Proloculus is large; with outside diameter of 350 to 542 mlcrons. Average
height of the first to thirteenth volution of eight sepecimens are 66, 61, 69, 78, 92,
98, 113, 115, 125, l29, 140, 147 and. 159 microns, respectiveiy.

    Spirotheca is very thin, Åëomposed of tectum and very thin 1<eriotheca with
very fine alveoli in inner three or four volutions where thickness is 4-9 rnicrons.
Beyond the fifth volution spirotheca is partly composed of a single layer, but for
tho?utM/oOnSg.part keriotheca remains• Thickness of spirotheca is 2-6 micrens in outer

   Septa are thin, extending forward at a small angle. Septal counts of the first
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to fifth volution are 8, ll, 13, 15 and 16, respectively. Axial septula are rather
irregularly in shape and length, and present throughout the shell.
    Primary transverse septula occur throughout the shell. Secondary transverse
septula first appear in the second or third volution ; one septulum occurs between
adjacent primary ones in inner volutions and two, rarely three, septula occur in outer
volutions.

    Remarks. This form has many important features found in the type-specimens
of KANMERA. As far as the structure of the spirotheca is concemed, however, the
former differs from the latter. Namely the spirotheca of the forraer is composed
of a tectum and extremly thin keriotlteca, whlle that of the latter is of a single
layer.

    Under 50 times magnificatioR of microscope the spirotheca of this form may be
observed as if it were composed of a Iayer, but under 150 times rnagnification a
tectum and exceedingly thin keriotheca are seeR for the most part. So the differnce
in the structure of the spirotheca may have been caused by the discrepancy of
microscopic magnification.
    Because of the absence of the keriotheca and the perfect consolidation of the
septula and septa, LEE proposed the new gentts LePidolina with Neoschwagerima
mttltisePtata DEpRAT as the type-species. Recently SKINNER and WILDE, however,
reported the presence of the thin keriotheca and the incomplete consolidation of the
septula as clearly seen in their figures. Therefore the differences between Yabeina
and Lepidolina are not qualitative, but quantitative. In regard to the evolutionary
development, however, it may be suitable to retain LePidQlina as a subgenus in
Yabeina, although LePidolina is tentatively treated as a gentts in this paper.

     Occurrences: This form has been found abundantly in the matrices of the
conglomerates. Its association is the same•as that of Yabeina yasubaensis.

    Reg. Nos.: JPF-iO035, JPF-20036.

                       Lepidelina teriyamaai KANMERA

                               plate 1, figs. 1, 2.

LePidogina toriptanzai KANMERA, 1954, Mem. Fac. Sci. Kyushu Univ., Ser. D, vel. 4, no. 1,
   pl. 6, figs. 1-22.

    There have been found many specimens of the present form in a good state of
preservatlon.
    Shell is large, elongate subcylindrical in shape. Most specimens of 12-16 voiu-
tions are 9.6 to 12.9 mm. Iong and 2.7 to 3.5mm. wide ; with form ratio of 3.2 to 4.0.

    Proloculus is large; with outside diameter oÅí 208 to 495 microns. Average
height of the first to thirteenth volution of ten specimens are 62, 59, 64, 70, 88, I02,

110, 113, 133, l31, 152, 166 and 170 inicrons, respectively.

    Spirotheca is very thin, mostly composed of tectum and exceedingly thin kerio-
theca. But spirotheca is partly composed of a single layer in outer volutions.
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Thickness of spirotheca does not exceed 10 microns in inner volutions and 7 microns
in outer volutions.

    Septa are thin and numerous. Septal counts of the first to eleventh volution
are 8, 10, 12, 14, 14, 17, l8, 19, 20, 20 and 22, respectively. Axial septula are present

throughout the shell; 1-4 septula occur between adjacent septa in the first to fifth

volution and 4-9 septula occur in outer volutions.

    Primary transverse septula occur throughout the skell. Secondary transverse
septula first appear in the third velution. There is one septulum in inner voluÅíiens,

but beyond the seventh voltttion there are two, rarely three, septu}a.

    Remarks : Except for twe features, the structure of the spirotheca and height
of the volution, this form agrees well with LePidolina toriyamai. Namely this Åíorm
has the spirotheca which is mostly composed of a tectum and extremly thin kerio-
theca, but the spirotheca of the type-specimens is of a single layer. This difference

may have been caused by the discrepancy of microscopic magnification and preserva-
tion, as stated in the remarks for LePidoli•na immaensis.

    Occecrrences: This form occurs Sairly abundantly in the maatrices of the con-
glomerates and abundantly in the small lenses of black mudcly limestone; having
the same association as that of Yabeina yasMbae•nsis.

    Reg. Nos.: JPF-10037, JPF-10038.

                Lepidolima toriyaxnai maizurensis subsp. nov.

                              plate 2, figs. 1-5.

    Shell is large, elongate subcylindricai fusiform in shape; with nearly straight

axis of coiling. The first volution is spherica} to subspherical, the following two
or three volutions are highly inflated fusiform; with slightly convex lateral slopes.

Beyond the fourth volution shell becomes elongate fusiform ; with slightly convex
to nearly flat laterai slopes and blttntly pointed poles. Most specimens of i5-27
volutions are 8.8 to 10.3 mm. Iong and 4.0 to 4.5 mm. wide ; wkh form ratio of 2.2
to 2.6.

    Proloculus is large, spherical to subspherical in shape; with outside diameter
of 114 to 308 microns, averaging 254 microns for 18 specimens. Average height
of the first to fifteenth volution of 10 specimens are 47, 54, 60, 74, 84, 91, lll, 112,

126, 136, k56, 168, 185, 198 and 209 microns, respectively. Chambers increase in
height slowly aRd uniformly poleward frorn median portion.
    Spirotheca is very thin, mostly composed of tectum and extremly thin keriotheca,
but partly of a single layer. Thickness of spirotheca is 12-14 microns in inner two

volutions, 6-12 microns in the third to fiftk volution and 5-10 rnicrons beyond the
sixtk volution.

   Septa are very thin. Septal counts of the first to ninth vo}utioR are 7-8, 11-i3,
12-14, 13-14, 12-15, 13-15, l5-16, 16-l7 and 17-21, respectively. Axial septula are
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1905
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2052

[ 2171

l
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1
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229

288
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2 3
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820

 949
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1235

2041
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1221
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1509

1296

7

1635

1258

1898

1648

8 9

1959

1647

2311
   l2052i
   fi

10

2351    29i6
1905

2524

12

3170

      Nankinegta sp. B indet.

specimen L. W. 1 2 3 4
tg. sect. 559 925 255 586 925
tg. sect. 628 1152 237 508 846 1152
tg. sect. 571 848 236 559 848

      Reichelina matst;shitai sp. nov.

specimen

tg. sect.

tg. seÅët.

tg. sect.

ax. sect.

sg. sect.

ob. sect.

ob. sect.

L.

184

170

237

171

W.     P.

1186

 797

 966

     37 364

 198     34
339     37

     36247

1
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2
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244

102

153

147

3
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246

158

254

248

I
I

I
l
i

4

322

317

457

364

l98

339

5

1186

 797

 966

n.v.

4 1/2

3Y2
3 112

4

3
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W.
L.

V.

161

163

1

254

271

2
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424

3

498

598

4

l
659

863

5
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1105

6

1137

1372

 7

24gsl
27621

,l

1737

2109

 9

2087

2660

 10

2402

3168

 11

2741

3712

 12

3097

4253

 !3

3467

4785
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Schubertella ?

specimen

ax. sect.

sg. sect.

ob. sect.

ob. sect.

ob. sect.

L.

270

W.

224

219

271

237

201

sp. indet.

 P.       1

l 42 6g
'

  53      83
  37      101
  48      81
F

I so g7
l

2

127

162

157

161

147

3

224

229

271

237

201

I

n.v.

3

2 lf2

3

2 1/2

2 1/2
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of bar-like shape and present throughout the shell; one septulum occurs between
adjacent septa in the first two volutions, 2-3 septRla in the third to fifth volution
and 3-6 septula beyond the .sixth volution.

    Primary transverse septula are thin, especially at the junction with spirotheca,
and present throughout the shell. Secondary transverse septula first appear in the
third volution in some specimens, and becomes distlnct in the fourth to fifth volu-
tion. One septulum occurs rare}y between adjacent primary ones in the third to
fourth volution, one a}ways occurs in the fifth to sixth volutien. Beyond the seventh

volution two septula are sometimes present and two, rarely three, septula occur in
the thirteenth to last volution. Secondary transverse septula are of bar-like shape.

    Remarhs : The present subspecies differs from LePidolina toriNamai in having
more thicker spirotkeca, more primitive juvenile volutions and more inflated shape
of the sheil.

    The spirotheca of tkis subspecies is 5-10 microns thick in the outer volutions,
whiie that of LePidolina toriyamai is 4-6 microns thick. Especiaily in the initer
three or feur volutions the spirotheca of the former is composed of a tectum and
relatively coarse keriotheca for the genus, and the keriotheca may be observed
clearly under 15 times magnification of microscope, but thLft.t of the latter appears,

under the same magnification, as if it were composed of a single layer.
    The present subspecies attains 4.0 to 4.5mm. in width and 2.1 to 3.2 in forrn
ratio, while LePidogina t'oriyamai is 2.7 to 3.2 mm. wide and has a form ratio of 3.3
to 3.8. Name}y the forrr}er has more indated shell than the latter.

    This subspecies also has less numerous axial and secondary transverse septula
than LePidolina toriyamai.

    Occurrences: The present subspecies has been obtained abundantly from the
matrices of the conglomerates and from the smtft}1 lenses of black muddy limestone

throughout the Maizuru zone. It eccurs together with Yabeina colscmbiana, Y.
yasubae•nsis, LePidolina immaensis, L. toriyamai agd others.

   Reg. : Nos. JPF-10039 to JPF-10043.
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Plate 1
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                      Explanatien ef Plate 1.

Figs. 1, 2. LePidolina toriyantai KANMERA
   1. axial sectien Å~20; 2. sagittal section Å~10.

Figs. 3, 4. Nanhinelta sp. A indet.

   3. axial section Å~13.6; 4. sagittal section Å~13.6.

Figs. 5, 6. Yabeina gubleri KANMERA
   5. sagittal section Å~10; 6. axial seÅëtion Å~10.

Figs. 7. Neoschwagerina cfr. margaritae DEpRAT
   tangential section Å~10.

Figs. 8. Yabeina yas"baensis [l]omyAMA
   axial section Å~le.

Figs. 9, 10. IYabeina columbiana (DAwsoN)
   9. sagittal sectien Å~20; 10. axial section Å~10.

Figs. Il-22. Reichelina matsteshitai sp. nov.

   all figures Å~50.

   11. tangential section of the helotype; 12, 20. axial sections
   13. oblique section of a paratype; 14, 15. parallel sections
   16-19, 21, 22. tangential sections of paratypes.

of

of

paratypes i

paratypes,
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Plate 2
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                       Explanation of ?late 2.

Figs. 1-5. LePidelina tor•ipuamai maix"rensis subsp. nov.

    all figures Å~10.
    1. axial section of the holotype; 2, 3. axial sectiens of paratypes; 4, 5. sagittal

    sections of paratypes.

Figs. 6, 7. Na?zieixella sp. B indet.

   6, 7. tangential sections Å~13.6.

Figs. 8, 9. Lepidolina leumaensis KAtsTMERA
   8. axial section Å~10, 9. sagittal sectior. Å~10.

Figs. IO, li. Condenofecsiella cunictelata KANMERA
   10. sagittal seÅëtion >13.6, 11. axial section Å~13.6.

Figs. 12-15, 16 (?) Scltubertella3 sp. indet.

   all figures Å~50.
   12. axial section, 13-15. ob}iclue sections, 16. sagittal section referred with

    question to this ferm.
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